The similarities between biological systems and distributed and mobile systems suggest that the theory of process calculi could be a useful starting point for understanding, if not predicting, the behaviour of complex biological systems. To formally model in vitro or in vivo experiments, appropriate quantitative extensions of process calculi have to be investigated. This paper focuses on Beta-binders, a language of processes with typed interaction sites which has been recently introduced to accurately represent biological entities.
Introduction
After the uncovering of metabolic pathways, a paradigmatic shift occurred in biology: the focus started moving from structure to functions (i.e. to the behaviour of living matter). This process originated a research area, called Systems Biology [6] . It is based on the observation that biological molecules in real systems participate in very complex networks, like regulatory networks for gene expression, intracellular metabolic networks and intra/inter-cellular communication networks. A common feeling is that computer science techniques can help to better understand the behaviour of cellular processes and to provide automatic tools describing the interactions among components. Approaches based on formal methods have gained increasing importance over the past few years. In particular some authors [15] argue that concurrency theory and process calculi are useful to specify living matter and its behaviour in terms of biomolecular reactions. The goal is to see biomolecular systems as a set of elementary components from which complex entities are constructed in a compositional way. Various calculi have been proposed to this purpose, e.g. [13, 4] . These do not represent directly the role membranes play inside a cell, while others, e.g. [14, 2] , offer such a direct representation.
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In all the above proposals, a biomolecular reaction is modelled by a communication on a channel shared by the interacting molecules. This assumption however prevents a natural specification of many biological phenomena. For instance, consider Fig. 1 that represents a basic cellular regulatory mechanism, called competitive inhibition [1] . In the left part, we depict two reactants, Substrate and Enzyme, that may bind together through a catalysed reaction. This reaction is possible because the interaction site S of both reactants match exactly, just as the channel used to represent S. However the reaction depicted on the right side of Fig. 1 is also possible, in spite of the partial matching of the interaction sites of Inhibitor and Enzyme. So, we better relax the exact matching of channels that models sites.
A step in this direction is offered by the Beta-binders formalism [11] , that uses typed interaction (specified below) to reduce the gap between biological models and their computational specifications. Beta-binders is shown to be applicable in the biological domain, see e.g. [3] where Kohn maps are rendered as Beta-binders processes. Beta-binders, however, only offers a qualitative description of biological entities. In this paper we equip Beta-binders with a stochastic semantics to test its expressiveness against in vitro or in vivo quantitative experiments.
After a brief survey of Beta-binders in Sect. 2, we propose a biological example in Sect. 3 with its Beta-binders model and we point out the relevance of quantitative information. The example also shows that the classic interaction model may be sometimes unnatural to use. In Sect. 4 we present our stochastic extension of Beta-binders. Finally Sect. 5 briefly surveys stochastic simulation and describes a simulation algorithm exploiting our stochastic semantics. We then enrich our example with quantitative information.
Beta-binders
We briefly survey Beta-binders and we refer the interested reader to [11] for more details. The processes of Beta-binders are essentially the parallel composition of boxes that contain π-calculus processes [9, 16] and they also offer interaction capa-bilities, expressed as beta binders, defined below. We assume hereafter a countably infinite set N of names (ranged over by lower-case letters).
An elementary beta binder has the form β(x, Γ) (active binder) or β h (x, Γ) (hidden binder), where the name x is the subject and the non-empty set of names Γ is called type of x. We letβ ∈ {β, β h }. A beta binder (ranged over by B, B 1 , B , . . . ) is a non-empty string of elementary beta binders whose subjects are all distinct. Let sub(B) denote the set of the subjects of all the elementary beta binders in B, and let B * denote either a beta binder or the empty string of elementary beta binders.
As a matter of fact, beta binders will be manipulated by processes inside boxes, so the standard π-calculus syntax is adapted as follows, to give rise to the set of pi-processes P:
Pi-processes behave just as π-calculus processes. The process nil is inactive. The prefix π. P assures that action π has to be fired before executing P . The output prefix x z sends name z on link x. The input prefix x(y) receives over x a name y; the name y is a binder for the prefixed process. The process P | Q is composed by two parallel sub-processes P and Q. The name y in νy P is a static binders for y in P . Finally, multiple instances of a guarded process π. P can be defined as ! π. P . The additional prefixes expose, hide and unhide are used for manipulating beta binders. Prefixes hide(x) and unhide(x) make the elementary beta binder with subject x not available (hidden) and available (unhidden), respectively. When a binder is hidden it cannot be used in interaction. The prefix expose(x, Γ) adds to the box the elementary beta binder β(x, Γ). The usual definitions of free names (denoted by fn(-)) is extended in Tab. 1 by stipulating that expose(x, Γ) . P is a binder for x in P . The definitions of bound names (bn(-)) and of name substitution are extended consequently.
The set B of bio-processes (ranged over by B, B 1 , B , . . .) is defined by the following grammar:
The system is either empty (Nil) or a single box (B[ P ]) or the parallel composition (B B) of two boxes. We lift to bio-processes the definition of free and bound names by specifying fn(B[ P ]) = fn(P ) \ sub(B).
The reduction semantics for Beta-binders uses the structural congruence over pi-and bio-processes defined as the smallest relations satisfying the laws of Tab. 2, where we overload the symbol ≡ when unambiguous. In the following we shall consider processes up to ≡. The only non-standard rule is for replication, ! π. P , that is allowed to proceed and replicate only after firing π [10] . The underlying idea is to represent resource consumption that occurs when, e.g. cells duplicate.
if y fresh in P and y / ∈ sub(B * ) ! π. P ≡ π. (P | ! π. P ) is reduced to a box with the same external interface as the original one and with internal process νũ (P 1 { z /w} | P 2 | P 3 ). The axiom expose adds a new binder to a box. The name x in expose(x, Γ) is a placeholder which can be renamed to avoid clashes with the subject of the other binders of the containing box. The axioms hide and unhide force a binder to become hidden or unhidden, respectively. The axiom inter models bio-processes interactions using complementary actions. Note that the communication capability is only determined by the type of the binders and not by their subject. For instance, box β(x, Γ) B *
can communicate if P 1 can output on x, P 2 can input on y and Γ ∩ Δ is not empty (note that x and y are unhidden). This means that interactions are enabled if there is some common information between the boxes mimicking that a biological reaction occurs if the interaction sites of the reactants have similar shapes. The strict matching between channels is therefore relaxed.
Beta-binders also has operations for joining boxes together and for splitting them. The axiom join models different interactions between two boxes depending on the function f join . The function f join is used to express the wanted behaviour and returns the structure of the resulting bio-processes after the interaction. For instance, consider the left part of Fig. 1 : Substrate and Enzyme can be modelled as two boxes with complementary elementary beta binders. The two boxes can bind to form an active complex, expressed by an operation of joining. Then, after some internal transformations, the complex can be broken releasing a product and making the enzyme available for further interactions. Decomplexation (i.e. breaking up a complex) is modelled relying on axiom split: the function f split specifies the ability of an elementary bio-process to divide itself returning the structure of the two new bio-processes. The functions f join and f split heavily depend on the biological system in hand. Their actual definition is therefore left to the user. The rules struct and redex are typical rules of reduction semantics.
A running example
Consider again the competitive inhibition sketched in the introduction. Enzymes are molecules that determine all the chemical transformations that make and break covalent bonds in cells. They bind to one or more ligands, called substrates, and convert them into one or more products. Enzymes may speed up reactions without themselves being changed, that is, they act as catalysts that enable inter-and intracellular reactions.
The activity of an enzyme can be inhibited by specific molecules, so implementing a regulatory mechanism of biological systems. In competitive inhibition, an enzyme can bind either the substrate or an inhibitor at a time, as they have a similar biochemical structure. Indeed, their interaction sites have non empty intersection and bind to the same (sub-set of the) active sites of the enzyme. So, a competitive inhibitor slows down the rate of catalysis by reducing the number of enzyme molecules that can bind to a substrate.
The biological example we take involves succinic dehydrogenase (SD), an enzyme that catalyses the oxidation of succinic acid (SA). In Fig. 2 .a we depict the binding of SD with SA that produces fumaric acid (FA) while relaxing two atoms of hydrogen H (shown in Fig. 2 .b). The enzyme SD can also bind malonic acid (MA) because MA has a biochemical structure similar to the one of SA. Fig. 2 .c shows that the complex SD-MA cannot interact with SA inhibiting the production of FA.
Beta-binders specification
We now model competitive inhibition of SD in Beta-binders. For the sake of readability, we rely on a graphical representation [11] : a box is depicted as a rectangle enclosing a pi-process and having on its border the list of elementary beta binders, written as x 1 : Δ 1 , x 2 : Δ 2 , . . ., x n : Δ n .
We model enzyme SD and substrate SA with two boxes:
corresponding to the following bio-process (in the chemical notation, this would be SD + SA):
where x and y represent the active sites of SD and SA, with types Δ SD = {s, f } and Δ SA = {s}, respectively. Now, the two boxes can form a complex that has no active site. We render this interaction (in the chemical notation SD + SA
This transition is an instance of join, where the function f join dictates that the binders x and y become hidden, hence hey are no longer available for interaction.
For later use, we refer to
Actually, complexation can be reversed and complex B 2 yields back B 1 . Such a transition is a split that makes the binders x and y available again. Also, complex B 2 goes through some internal modifications that Beta-binders renders with internal communications. We define SA = ox h . FA and SD = !ox (y), to model the oxidation of SA as a communication on ox , with the effect of transforming SA into FA (note that we need here the structural congruence:
Finally we model decomplexation, i.e. product release under f split , as
Note that, after the split reduction, the interaction sites of the resulting molecules, in particular that of the enzyme, are available again for interactions. Now, the whole system is
In B 1 , SA competes with MA for interacting with the enzyme SD. A possible computation yielding the production of fumaric acid is Also, MA can bind SD leading to the following computation:
Quantitative information
The above example shows how we can use Beta-binders for compositionally describing biological systems. As it is, however, our calculus is not expressive enough, because it does not give any quantitative account, e.g. in our example, on how much the presence of MA slows down the FA production. Indeed, the bio-chemical representation of SD competitive inhibition is:
The quantitative information given by the rates k MA , k -MA , k SA , k -SA and k FA represent the speed of the reactions they index. So, these rates permit to measure the quantity of FA produced. In particular, Fig. 3 sketches the dynamical evolution of (S1) with different quantities of MA [17] . Fig. 3 shows that increasing the concentration of MA in the system the production of FA can be strongly inhibited.
Stochastic Beta-binders
In this section we enrich the syntax and the semantics of Beta-binders presented in Sect. 2 and we derive a stochastic version of it, to obtain quantitative measures.
To do that we follow [13] , and we assume as given an exponential distribution with parameter r π that drives the stochastic behaviour of the actions π of the system. So, the prefix π. P of pi-processes is replaced by (π, r π ). P . The rate r (i.e. the speed) of a biochemical reaction R depends on an empirically determined constant, called basal rate (Brate), and on the quantities of reactants available (represented as | M | for a reactant M ). Accordingly to Gillespie [5] , the rate r is computed as Brate of R times the number of distinct combinations of R reactants molecules available in the system 3 , that depend on the type of the reaction in hand. We distinguish three types of reactions that are common in biochemical networks: bimolecular: two different molecules, M 1 and M 2 , are involved in a reaction; then the rate r is given by Brate × | M 1 | × | M 2 |; homodimerization: two identical molecules M bind together; then the rate r is
monomolecular: a single molecule M goes through a structure rearrangement or decomposition; hence the rate r is Brate × | M |.
Technically, we shall label transitions to record quantitative information. The labelled transition system for the stochastic extension of Beta-binders is (B, Θ, → s ) where the transition relation → s ⊆ B × Θ × B is defined in Tab. 4 and relies on the auxiliary functions described in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6.
It is convenient to have labels with a rich format, from which we shall recover later on the actual rate of the transition occurrences (see below for details). A label θ ∈ Θ is a 4-tuple (t; B; c; (n 1 , n 2 )), where t describes the type of the transition, namely the kind of the modelled biochemical reaction; the second component B records the boxes involved in the transition; the real number c stores the reaction rate; and the pair (n 1 , n 2 ) records the number of reactants involved (see below).
The transition B 0 θ − →B 1 gives an abstract representation of a biochemical reaction: the boxes in B 0 stay for reactants, the transition relation θ − → corresponds to chemical reduction and the boxes in B 1 model reaction products. Each axiom (the first nine rules) represents a different type of reaction and differs in the way of computing the specific basal rate constant. The label θ = (t; B; c; (n 1 , n 2 )) specifies that a reaction of kind t involving the bio-process B is taking place in isolation with rate c × n 1 × n 2 . Actually, the overall rate of a reaction crucially depends on the number of reactants that could take part in it. As it will become clear in the following while commenting on the rules in Tab. 4, the computation of the actual rate is indeed performed when all the necessary contextual information is available. Transition labels record all the elements that are needed at that point.
Axiom (intra s ) is a reduction that changes the internal structure of a box, i.e. of the pi-processes it encloses, and therefore it is intended to represent a monomolecular reaction. The label (i; B; r x × n I × n O ; (1, 1)) says that an internal communication i inside box B is taking place. The value of the rate c is the product of the basal rate r x for x(w) and x z , the number n I = In x (P ) of firable inputs on x in P , and the number n O = Out x (P ) of firable outputs on x in P . The auxiliary functions In x (P ) and Out x (P ) are defined Tab. 5. Moreover, note that our semantics requires that two prefixes have the same rate when using the same channel. Finally, the meaning of the pair (1,1) will be clarified later, when we will discuss axiom (redex s ).
Axiom (hide s ) is treated similarly to (intra s ). Indeed, also this axiom represents a monomolecular reaction that additionally changes the interface of the box. For defining c we count the firable prefixes hide in P on a given elementary beta binder x. Thus, c = r x × Hi x (P) where r x is the basal rate and Hi x (P) is the number of firable hide prefixes on binder x in P (see Tab. 5).
(intra s )
provided that (C2) holds Table 4 Axioms and rules for the stochastic reduction relation.
Axiom (unhide s ) is dual to axiom (hide), and relies on auxiliary function Unh x (P) defined in Tab. 5.
Axiom (expose s ) represents a fourth kind of monomolecular reaction that adds an elementary beta binder to the box interface. Note that each exposed name must be fresh in order to guarantee that the names of the interfaces are all distinct. In this respect, the name x in (expose(x, Γ), r x ) is just a placeholder and we can conclude c = r x .
The deal with bimolecular and with homodimerization reactions, respectively. Intercommunication between boxes can take place, provided that the internal processes can perform complementary actions (an input in one box and an output in the other one) over compatible sites. In turn, compatibility depends on the shapes of the binding sites, that are represented by the types of the involved binders. In this paper, we introduce an affinity function α that maps two types into a real value representing the strength of the interaction. This is an abstract definition and it is out of the topic of this paper to specify exactly α, as it generally depends on the particular applicative scenario. An example of such an affinity function is inspired from computational molecular docking [7] . Computational molecular docking aims to predict whether one molecule will bind to another. Protein-ligand docking is done by modelling the interaction sites between protein and ligand and verifying if the geometry of the pair is complementary and involves suitable biochemical interactions. A scoring function gives a number indicating the likelihood that a favorable binding interaction can take place. Scoring functions estimate the free energy of protein-ligand system from which it is possible to recover the reaction rate [8] . In this context, the compatibility between the interaction sites typed by Γ and Δ is computed from the scoring function of Γ and Δ and let to correspond to α(Γ, Δ).
Axiom (inter s b ) models bimolecular reactions, so the two boxes involved in the communication are different (up to ≡). Homodimerizations involve identical molecules, and then these reactions are rendered by the axiom (inter s h ) which is a specialised version of inter-communication between structurally congruent boxes. Summing up, the side condition (C1) for (inter s b ) prescribes: Γ) and B 2 = B * 2 β(y, Δ) and x, z / ∈ũ and y, z / ∈ṽ and α(Γ, Δ) > 0 and P ≡ νũ
Notice that (C1) requires the interaction sites be unhidden and not restricted. Dually, the side condition (C2) for (inter s h ) is as follows:
(α(Γ, Δ) > 0) and (x, z / ∈ũ) and (y, z / ∈ṽ) and (B = B * β(x, Γ) β(y, Δ)) and
For both (inter s b ) and (inter s h ), the value of c is computed on the basis of the affinity of the involved interaction sites. As a simple policy we require that the affinity is greater than 0. The value of c is just α(Γ, Δ) for bimolecular reactions (axiom (inter s b )), and it is instead divided by 2 for homodimerizations (axiom (inter s h )). Analogously to the case of inter-communication, the two axioms (join s b ) and (join s h ) render, respectively, the bimolecular and the homodimerization version of the joining reduction of [11] . Both axioms model the merging of two boxes (identical or not). They are typically used to represent complex formation (for other uses see [12] ). In the definition of f join , the user has to specify also the basal rate c j . Under specific circumstances, this value can be computed using the function α (see Sect. 5).
Axiom (split s ) is for splitting a box. It models a monomolecular reaction, where a reactant goes trough a molecular decomposition (e.g. decomplexation). As for axioms (join s b ) and (join s h ), the value of c s depends on the structure of the molecule in hand (i.e. the instantiation of the function f split ), and so it is embedded in the definition of the f split function.
The rule (struct s ), which is standard in reduction semantics, equates the behaviours of structurally congruent bio-processes.
The rule (redex s ) adds the context B to the reduction specified by the label (t; B; r; (n 1 , n 2 )), and updates the values of n 1 and n 2 searching in B if there are other boxes (i.e. reactants) that could participate in the interaction. This is achieved relying on the function Count, defined in Tab. 6. Function Count distinguishes among three types of reaction: • Count t (B, B ) = case t in {i, h, u, e, S}: (Num(B, B ) , 0) 
: two identical boxes are interacting and therefore n 1 and n 2 are updated by the same value.
As a simple example, take the bio-process below:
x : Δ where α(Δ, Γ) > 0, and consider the communication between B 1 and B 3 :
In this case θ = I; B 1 B 3 ; α(Δ, Γ); (1, 1) . The function Count inspects the parallel component B 2 B 4 B 5 B 6 , and returns the pair (1, 2) . In fact, B 2 could take part in the communication playing the same role as B 1 , and hence n 1 = 1. On the other hand, both B 4 and B 5 are structurally congruent to B 3 , therefore n 2 = 2.
Stochastic simulation algorithm for Beta-binders
In this section we briefly survey Gillespie's Direct method [5] , a classic Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA). Then we use it for simulating the dynamical evolution of a bio-chemical system abstracted as a Beta-binders bio-process.
The algorithm SSA relies on few data structures for representing a biochemical system. The vector S = (S 1 , . . . , S N ) represents a well-stirred mixture of N ≥ 1 molecules that chemically interact, inside a fixed volume Ω and at a constant temperature, through reactions stored in a vector R = (R 1 , . . . , R M ), M ≥ 1. The dynamical evolution of the system is specified as a vector of random variables X(t) = (X 1 (t), . . . , X N (t)), where X i (t) is the number of molecules S i in the system at time t. The goal of SSA is to describe the evolution of X(t) starting from a given initial state X(t 0 ) = x 0 . Given X(t) = x, for each reaction R j , there exists a function a j (x), named propensity function, defined as the probability that one reaction R j takes place in Ω in the next infinitesimal interval [t, t + dt). The function a j (x) has the form a j (x) = c j h j (x), where the constant c j and the function h j are defined as follows. The specific probability rate constant c j for reaction R j is a constant determined empirically and it depends on the specific reaction. The function h j (x) returns the number of distinct combinations of molecules that can participate in reaction R j and that are available in the state x.
Vectors S, R, X(t) together with function a j (x), for each j ∈ [1 . . . M], completely specify the system at time t. The evolution of the system is simulated using two conditional density functions. The first, p(j | x) = a j (x)/a 0 (x), is the probability that the next reaction is R j , where a 0 (x) = M j=1 a j (x). The second, p(τ | x) = a 0 e (−a 0 (x)τ ) , is the probability that the next reaction in the system will occur in the infinitesimal interval [t + τ, t + τ + dτ ]. At each step of the SSA two random values j (i.e. the next reaction to fire) and τ (i.e. the delay before the next reaction R j will occur) are generated from p(j | x) and p(τ | x); time t is updated as t + τ and vector X(t) is updated accordingly to molecules consumed and produced by reaction R j . The values for τ and j are computed generating two independent samples p 1 and p 2 from the uniform random variable U(0, 1), and so:
Our stochastic semantics provides all the information needed for performing the above simulation. The algorithm of 
generate two random numbers p 1 , p 2 ∈ [0, 1]; 6 compute τ, μ such that: τ = (1/a 0 )ln(1/p 1 );
time := time + τ ; B i := B j ; i:= i + 1; Fig. 4 . Stochastic simulation algorithm [5] for Beta-binders
Quantitative experiment
We conclude the paper presenting a quantitative version of the competitive inhibition introduced in Sect. 3.1.
The formation of complexes [SD+SA] and [SD+MA] is driven by the basal rates k SA and k MA . The partial function f join models complex formation through types Γ and Δ with α(Γ, Δ) > 0. In particular function f join takes two boxes B 1 [ P 1 ] and B 2 [ P 2 ] and returns the actual interface of the box resulting from the aggregation, as well as the possible renaming of the enclosed pi-processes. Moreover, in our stochastic semantics, f join returns also the basal rate. In this case its value c j can be directly computed as the affinity between the involved types, because the function α represents the interaction propension between active sites. Thus we stipulate α(Δ SD , Δ SA ) = k SA and α(Δ SD , Δ MA ) = k MA . Once SD complexed with SA (i.e. SD + SA [SD + SA]), the speed of the oxidation leading to [SD+FA] can be approximated by the basal rate k FA . Therefore the internal pi-processes of system (B 1 ) in Sect. 3.1 are redefined as SA = (ox h , k FA ). FA and SD = !(ox (y), k FA ).
The case of complexes dissociation (i.e. decomplexation) is slightly more intricate, because the basal rate is peculiar to the complex in hand. This is fully identified by the internal pi-process of the box representing the complex. Therefore we define a function k d P 1 ,P 2 that takes two pi-processes P 1 and P 2 and returns the dissociation rate of the complex they represent, obtaining the following instance of The above function f split takes a box B[ P 1 | P 2 ] and returns the interface of two boxes, one containing P 1 and one containing P 2 , together with two possible renamings for P 1 and P 2 and a corresponding dissociation rate. We stipulate that k d SD ,SA = k −SA , k d SD,MA = k −MA and k d SD,FA = ∞. The dissociation rate between SD and FA is set to ∞ for technical reasons: indeed, a more concrete model of FA production is
meaning that first [SD + SA] becomes [SD + FA] and then FA and SD are released. However, biological experiments could only give the quantity of product released in time, i.e. they do not give the exact values of k 1 FA and k 2 FA . That is why we assume that the complex is immediately released after the oxidation, i.e. k d SD,FA = ∞. We stress here that Beta-binders natively supports chemical equations like (2) . Our quantitative extension of the model of Sect. 3.1 allowed us to run stochastic simulations relying on the algorithm of Fig. 4 . The specific values of the rate constants may vary from one system to another. To ground our experiments we refer to the specific experiment of the inhibition by malonic acid of succinic dehydrogenase in heart-muscle preparations, described in [18] . We run the simulation keeping constant the number of SD and SA molecules available in the system with different values for MA. Fig. 5 plots the number of FA produced in a system with 5 (on the left) and 10 (on the right) molecules of MA. The results we obtain are consistent with those of [18] .
Conclusions
We presented a stochastic extension of Beta-binders, a bio-inspired formalism which represents processes with typed interaction sites. The extension is mainly based on the use of enriched transition labels that keep track of the processes involved in the corresponding interaction. The careful handling of those labels is the basis for implementing an abstract machine that uses Gillespie's stochastic simulation algorithm. We feel the stochastic extension of the formalism as a mandatory step for the implementation of a simulation platform for the validation of the language against real biological examples.
